Main Theorem. Let S be a non-abelian simple group and n > 1 be an integer. If the group G satisfies S n c G c AutðS n Þ, then DðGÞ is a complete graph.
We note that we have bypassed considering the graphs DðHÞ associated with groups S < H c AutðSÞ, i.e. when n ¼ 1, mainly because the character degree complexity involved with these groups requires far more work, and in fact a number of these graphs are not complete.
In order to put this research into its proper context, we observe not only that nonabelian characteristically simple groups generalize non-abelian simple groups, but also that the extensions arising in the Main Theorem arise as epimorphic images of arbitrary, finite, non-solvable groups. To see this, let H be such a group and choose a normal subgroup K of H which is maximal with respect to H=K being non-solvable (meaning that if N is a normal subgroup of H which properly contains K, then H=N is solvable). Standard arguments show that H=K has a unique minimal normal subgroup L=K; thus L=K is non-abelian and characteristically simple. Also, the centralizer of L=K in H=K is trivial (this uses the maximality of K), and so H=K embeds as a subgroup of AutðL=KÞ containing the inner automorphisms. Many divisibility arguments about the degrees in cdðHÞ can be reduced to finding connections between all of cdðHÞ and the subset cdðH=KÞ.
We now formalize notations which are used throughout this note. First, set A ¼ AutðSÞ. It is known that AutðS n Þ is the wreath product of A by SymðnÞ. Next, we set
. . . ; n. We have AutðS n Þ ¼ A n z SymðnÞ where the action of SymðnÞ on A n is the permutation action of SymðnÞ on fA 1 ; . . . ; A n g. Setting N ¼ G V A n , the group G acts on the set fS 1 ; . . . ; S n g with N as the kernel of the action. This implies that the quotient H ¼ G=N acts faithfully on this set. Observe that H is isomorphic to a subgroup of AutðS n Þ=A n G SymðnÞ. The picture in Figure 1 may prove helpful. If n is an integer, we write pðnÞ for the set of primes that divide n. If G is a group, we write pðGÞ for pðjGjÞ and if H is a subgroup, we write pðG : HÞ for pðjG : HjÞ. It is clear that rðGÞ J pðGÞ. Lemma 1. Suppose that p A pðN : S n ÞnpðSÞ. Then there is an integer i with 1 c i c n so that p divides jN : S i C N ðS i Þj.
Proof. Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of N. Since p B pðSÞ, we see that P V S n ¼ 1 and P acts coprimely on S n . Since P c A n , we know that P acts faithfully and stabilizes each subgroup S i . Hence, there is some i for which the action of P on S i is non-trivial. It follows that P G C N ðS i Þ. Since S i and hence S i C N ðS i Þ are normal subgroups of N, this implies that p divides jN :
From the Itô -Michler theorem, it is known that rðGÞ consists of all primes p A pðGÞ such that G does not have a normal, abelian Sylow p-subgroup. Suppose that p A pðGÞ. If p A pðSÞ, then clearly S does not have a normal, abelian Sylow psubgroup. Thus, G does not have a normal, abelian Sylow p-subgroup, and hence, p A rðGÞ. On the other hand, suppose that p B pðSÞ and let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of G. Since p A pðGÞ, we have P > 1, and since p B pðSÞ, we see that P V S n ¼ 1. If P is normal in G, then this implies that P centralizes S n . Since no non-trivial automorphism of S n will centralize P, we conclude that P is not normal in G, and hence, p A rðGÞ. This implies that in our situation we have pðGÞ ¼ rðGÞ. Thus, for the groups at hand, we use pðGÞ and rðGÞ interchangeably. It will also be useful to observe that pðGÞ ¼ pðSÞ U pðN : S n Þ U pðG : NÞ and pðS n Þ ¼ pðSÞ ¼ rðSÞ. We need the following fact regarding simple groups. It is proved via the classification of finite simple groups in [3, Proposition 2.6 and Lemma 2.10].
Lemma 2 (Moretó , Tiep). With the above notation, let K be a group satisfying S c K c A. Then there is a character a A IrrðSÞ so that jK : K a j is divisible by all primes in pðK : SÞnpðSÞ.
We now show that DðNÞ is a complete graph.
Lemma 3. For the group N as defined above, the graph DðNÞ is complete.
Proof. Since S n is a direct product of n > 1 copies of S, it follows that DðS n Þ is a complete graph. Fixing distinct p; q A rðNÞ, we will show that p and q are adjacent in DðNÞ. If both p and q lie in rðS n Þ, then they are adjacent in DðS n Þ, and hence, in DðNÞ.
Suppose that p B rðS n Þ and q A rðS n Þ. By Lemma 1, there is an integer i so that p divides jN : S i C N ðS i Þj. Set C ¼ C N ðS i Þ. The quotient N=C is isomorphic to a subgroup of AutðS i Þ G AutðSÞ and S i G S i C=C is a subgroup of N=C. Also, CS i ¼ C Â S i . By Lemma 2, there is a character a A IrrðS i Þ so that p divides jN : N 1 C Âa j ¼ jN : N a j. Fix a second index j 0 i. Since q A rðS n Þ ¼ rðS j Þ, we can find a character b A IrrðS j Þ whose degree is divisible by q. As S i S j ¼ S i Â S j is a normal subgroup of N, if n A IrrðN j a Â bÞ, then bð1Þ divides nð1Þ. Also, N aÂb c N a , so jN : N a j divides nð1Þ. We conclude that pq divides nð1Þ.
We now suppose that both p; q B rðS n Þ. By Lemma 1, there are indices i and j so that p divides jN : S i C N ðS i Þj and q divides jN : S j C N ðS j Þj. As in the previous paragraph, we can find a character a A IrrðS i Þ so that p divides jN : N a j. If j ¼ i, then by Lemma 2, we can choose a so that pq divides jN : N a j, and because this index divides the degree of every character in IrrðNjaÞ, this gives the result. Suppose that j 0 i. As in the previous paragraph, we can find b A IrrðS j Þ so that q divides jN : N b j. We have seen that S i Â S j is a normal subgroup of N. Also, it is not di‰cult to see that N aÂb ¼ N a V N b . It follows that both jN : N a j and jN : N b j divide the degrees of all characters in IrrðN j a Â bÞ. In particular, pq will divide the degrees of all characters in IrrðN j a Â bÞ, and we have the result. r
To take advantage of the faithful action of H on the set fS 1 ; . . . ; S n g, a lemma on permutation groups will prove useful. The following result was proved as [1, Lemma 8].
Lemma 4 (Casolo, Dolfi). Let G be a permutation group on W. Suppose that p and q are distinct primes that divide jGj. Then there exist disjoint subsets G; S J W so that pq divides jG :
We now have everything in place to prove the Main Theorem. This proof should be compared with the proof of [3, Theorem 3.4] .
Proof of Main Theorem. We maintain the previously established notation throughout. By Lemma 3, DðNÞ is a complete graph. Thus, it su‰ces to show that every prime in rðNÞ is adjacent to every prime in rðGÞnrðNÞ and that all primes in rðGÞnrðNÞ are adjacent to each other. If rðGÞ ¼ rðNÞ, then the result is trivial, so we may assume that rðNÞ < rðGÞ, and hence, N < G.
For convenience, we view the faithful action of H ¼ G=N on fS 1 ; . . . ; S n g as an action on W ¼ f1; . . . ; ng. Let p and q be distinct primes that divide jHj. By Lemma 4, we can find disjoint sets G; S J W so that pq divides jH : H G V H S j. We may easily assume that G is not empty. Let g and s be non-principal characters in IrrðSÞ that are not conjugate in A. (This will certainly occur if g and s have di¤erent degrees. Note that every non-abelian simple group has at least three non-trivial degrees, so we are guaranteed to find such characters.) We use g i , s i to denote the corresponding characters in IrrðS i Þ. Define the character m A IrrðS n Þ as follows: set
and set m ¼ m 1 Â Á Á Á Â m n . Let T be the stabilizer of m in G, observing that TN=N c H G V H S . Hence, jG : TNj is divisible by both p and q. Since jG : Tj divides the degree of every character in IrrðGjmÞ, the primes in pðG : NÞ are all pairwise adjacent in DðGÞ.
If r A pðSÞ, g can be chosen so that r divides gð1Þ. Since G is not empty, gð1Þ and hence r also divide the degree of every character in IrrðGjmÞ. Using the various choices for p and q, this shows r to be adjacent in DðGÞ to all primes in pðG : NÞ.
Finally, if s A pðNÞnpðSÞ, then by Lemma 1 there is an integer i so that s divides jN : C N ðS i Þj. Without loss of generality, we may assume that i A G. Using Lemma 2, we can find g i A IrrðS i Þ so that s divides jN : N g i j. Because T V N c N g i , the prime s divides jN : T V Nj ¼ jTN : Tj, which shows s is adjacent to all primes in pðG : NÞ. This proves the theorem. r
